...Grandfather Dragonfly...

I call myself Grandfather Dragonfly
and I am here to speak to you today
because the importance of your
presence on Mother Earth right now is gigantic.

You know I have said before that I AM so old I don’t know
how old I AM and I have said that I AM part of the original Chiefs who
were the caretakers of Mother Earth and the people, from the beginning
of our time. I have lived long and I have seen plenty. I have laughed and
played and cried and created with you since time before forever. And I will
tell you from my heart that I have never seen anything like this. What is
happening on our planet has never been seen or done before. I am not talking about the crazyness that goes on at the hands of your politicians - I’m
not talking about some of the business men who have taken leave of their
senses. Nor am I talking about the unkind and unjust ways you sometimes
treat each other. No, none of those are in my mind today.
Today I am talking about the LOVE and the LIGHT coming together as
ONE. I am talking about the Sacred Fathers and the Divine Mothers joining
in a sweet union of equality within you. I am talking about the rise of the
good and the fall of that which does not serve your heart any longer and
I am talking about the peaceful new energy that the NEW BEGINNING is
giving you as a gift. That is so special.
You might wonder how this is so and I would say to you, it was all
written before the beginning. I would say the song is in the air and it is
getting more beautiful every day and I would say that some of you have
lived your lives and come to this earth on purpose to BE HERE NOW at this
special time, when the past dissolves to make way for the new. And you
know you were born to co-create this now and there is no more waiting.
It is time to take action and give up just-sitting-there and fly into a new,
rich, peaceful paradigm. Then you can feel the new vibrations arriving
daily inside your crystalline body of light.
The Peace Pipe has been ignited and I AM ready to stand beside
you and co-create this new system we have been waiting for. I have waited
my lifetime for this and so have you, and some days I wonder why so many
do not see the importance of your world right now.
Think about this...IMAGINE. You will never again be able to say
you were present and accounted for at the BEGINNING of the
shift...The first year only happens once and I speak clearly to ensure you
understand the importance. To ensure if you were meant to, you don’t
miss this one. And so...
I call you to remember the ancient contract you made with yourself
and I challenge you to remember that we agreed to nudge each other if the
time came and some of us were still sleeping. I am smiling now cause it
would have been more likely that ‘I’ would have been the one sleeping. But
I AM awake and I AM
alive in my energetic
presence that the new
platform brings and I
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can tell you that nothing would
cause me to miss this special
time of transformation.

It is so easy to keep on doing what you always have
done - it is easy to ignore your own voices in your heart and
it is easy to let the others lead you down another path and encourage
you to forget about this one. But that’s not me! I promised to shout from
the mountain tops if that is what it takes and I promised I would not
sleep until the last moment of opportunity was over and done.
And there is still plenty of opportunity left...And so today I stand
taller than you can imagine and my heart soars with the eagles, sings with
the hummingbirds and flies with the Angels.... and I AM calling the Ancient
Architects from Forever, The Guardians of the Gateways, The Silent Ones, and
The Keepers of Beauty and Peace, to join me in facilitating that which has
never been present on Mother Earth before. Together it is time to hold the
Gateways steady and embrace that new vibration and all the gifts it brings.
Now some of the Keepers of those Gateways are too confused with
questions right now to think clearly...and they risk missing the sound of
their own call. So if that is you, today I come to remind you that Love is
the answer to all of your questions - so just let em go. I AM Love beyond
measure and so are you.
I’m reminding you that we can only do this together, as the
Gateways open wide to receive our ancient song; as the patterns and codes
of light reveal themselves. We will step into the calm waters of life here,
knowing the ripple will go on far far beyond the borders of the universe
as you know it. Today I call myself your Ancient Friend from Forever and I
invite you to join me as we weave a new tapestry of crystalline
light with golden threads and transparent tones, as the ‘pulse
of the all’ reveals itself within our circle of oneness.
I AM your Dragonfly-One and I AM the reflection of the White Light of
Transmutation. I AM here because it is my time to remind you. I AM here
to call you to join me as the Gateways of the 11:11 and 11:13:13 birth a
new TONE for the ALL.
So I AM reaching out with the intention to create a foundational group
of people to come join me and my friends in loving wonder and joyful
transformation. There is so much more that cannot be spoken until the time
comes. So I AM inviting YOU to choose yourself, to be part of the
circles of 11+1 and Light Up The Lights here on the most special Island
in the world at this time. You know who you are, I know who I AM and I’m
lookin’ forward to meeting you soon. And if by chance, I don’t meet you soon
in person, you hold it in your heart of hearts to be true that Grandfather
Dragonfly Loves You Dearly just the way you are, wherever you are right
now. And that is a Sacred Truth...!
If you want to hear Grandfather Dragonfly speaking this message to you,
he invites you to go to

youtube.com/user/
LIGHTonLIGHTvideos
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